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We compute the spectrum of the random Hamiltonian of a d-dimensional 
Kronig-Penney model (d = 1,2, 3) describing the motion of a quantum mechanical 
particle interacting by point interactions of random strengths with centers randomly 
distributed on a lattice, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we shall compute the spectrum of the random Hamiltonian 
H for a quantum mechanical particle interacting by point interactions of 
random strength parameters qi(~), i ~ Z 3, with centers situated at the 
points of a random subset F(to) of Z 3. The qi(~0) are assumed to be 
independent identically distributed (= i.i.d.) random variables in a fixed 
finite interval [a, b] of N. The set F(w) can be characterized as the set 
F(~0) = (i ~ Z3IXi(~) = 1), where the Xi(~o ) are i.i.d. (0, 1)-valued random 
variables. 
A precise mathematical description of H,~ is as the unique self-adjoint 
operator on Lz(R 3) whose resolvent is given by its kernel: 
(H,~ - E) - t (x ,  y) = GE(x -y )  
I 
+ Y'~ ((  q i (w) -  4~r ] ' j k - -GE( j -k )}  
j, k ~F(w) 
×GE(x - j )GE(y  - k), (1) 
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where Ge(x -y )  is the kernel of ( -A  - E)  -1, A being the Laplacian on 
L2(N3), GE(x -y )  equals Ge(x --y) if x ~ y and 0 otherwise and ( ) - i  
denotes the inverse of the operator ( ) acting on 12(F(~0)). 
A formal description of H~ which actually can be given a direct sense by 
means of nonstandard analysis [1, 2], is, e.g., as follows: H~ = -dx + 
~j~r(~V(x - j) with V(x) = -(~r2/4 - 8~rqi(w)e)(4/3)~re~E(x), ~ being 
infinitesimal and 8~ being the approximation to the &function given by 
6~(x) = 3(47re3) - IX~(X/e ), where X~ denotes the characteristic function of 
the unit ball. Operators of this form in the deterministic case (or, if one 
prefers, for a fixed w) have been studied in the case of finitely or infinitely 
many centers in [1, 6] (see also references therein). In particular, in the case 
where F(w) is replaced by Z 3 and qi(~) by a fixed real constant a the 
spectral properties of the (in that case periodic) Hamiltonian given by (1), 
call it H,, have been investigated in [41, where in particular it was proven 
that the spectrum o(H~) of H~ is given by o(H~)= [Eo(a), El(a)] U 
[0, + oe[. Moreover El(a ) < 0 iff a < a 0 for some suitable constant a0. 
In the literature on solid state physics Hamiltonians corresponding to 
these//~ but in one dimensional space are well known as "Kronig-Penney 
Hamiltonians." For references to the literature on deterministic and stochas- 
tic Kronig-Penney Hamiltonians ee [7]. We shall occasionally refer to H~ 
as defined above as "three-dimensional Kronig-Penney Hamiltonians." 
The first stochastic version of three-dimensional Kronig-Penney Hamiltoni- 
ans has been given in [8]. In the case I'(~o)= Z 3 it was shown, as a 
particular case of a general theorem on stochastic Hamiltonians with 
metrically transitive potentials, that the spectrum o(/~,o ) of this particular 
Hamiltonian of the form (1) is a nonrandom set in the sense that there exists 
a set E independent of w such that o(/1~) = 2 almost surely [81. 
The same property can be shown to hold by similar methods for the 
stochastic Hamiltonians H~0 given by (1) in the general case. In the case of 
/5/(i.e., F(~0) = Z 3) it is known from [9] that for [a, b] the interval in which 
the qi(~o) take values and H,, E o, E 1 as above: 
(i) ]EI(b),0[(3E = ~. 
(ii) If Eo(b) < El(a) then: 
= o(ua)  u o(1-1 ) = [Eo(a), e , (b)]  u [0, oo[. 
One has El(b ) < 0iff sup supp Pqo < a 0 with a 0 as above. 
The purpose of this note is to extend these results to the case of 
Hamiltonians H,~ given by (1). Obviously only the case where 0 < P(X0(o~) 
= 0) < 1 is a true extension, since P (X  0 = 0) = 0 corresponds to H~ =/),o 
while P(X o = 0)= 1 corresponds to H~ = -A .  The main result of this 
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paper is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let E be the (a.s. constant) spectrum of the stochastic 
three-dimensional Kronig-Penney Hamiltonian H,~ defined by (1)with qi, 
i ~ Z 3, i.i.d, with values in [a, b] andF(~)  = (X,(¢0) = 1) with X~ i.i.d, with 
values in (0, 1). Let moreover Eo(a ) and El(a ) denote the lower and upper 
edge of the first energy band of the Hamiltonian H~ respectively ( H~ is the 
operator obtained by (1) setting qi(o~) = a and F(o~) = Z3). Then 
(i) ]G(b) ,0 [n~ = ~.  
(ii) If Eo(b ) < E,(a) then E = o(H~) U o(Hh) = [E0(a), El(b)] W 
[0, ~[. 
Remark. We have El(b ) < O, and hence a gap in the spectrum 
iff supp Pqo < c% for a suitable constant ao, c% being the one computed 
from [4]. 
This result proves in particular that under the assumption Eo(b ) <= El(a ) 
to be satisfied by the distribution Pqo of q0, the spectrum of the stochastic 
Hamiltonian H~ is the same as the one of the Hamiltonian/7~, i.e., is a.s. 
independent of the random set F(¢o) in which the point interactions are 
located. 
This amounts to saying that starting from the random operator H,o with 
centers at the points of the lattice Z 3 creating point interactions of random 
strength and switching out some of the centers in a random way does not 
change the spectrum. This is admittedly a quite surprising result, which also 
should throw some light on somewhat related discussions on different 
models which have appeared in the physical literature, especially in the 
one-dimensional case [7]. 
We shall study the stochastic Hamiltonian Ho given by (1) and prove 
Theorem 1. As we mentioned, H~ appears as the perturbation of -A  by a 
potential V,o, which is the sum of point interactions located at the points in 
the random set F(o0), with random strength qi(w) at the point i • F(,.,). 
Thus V~ is determined by the values X,.(~o), qi(¢o) i ~ Z 3 with F(~o) = (i 
Z3]~(~0) = 1). We shall denote for short by ¢ the sequence 
((X,.(w), qi(~)))i~z3 and shall call for short ~ a potential. Following [9] a 
sequence ¢ = ((xi, k~))i~z 3 is then called an "admissible potential" whenever 
x~•(0 ,1)  and ~iesupPPq0 for all i~Z 3. Let ~ be the class of all 
admissible potentials and let ~ be the class of all periodic admissible 
potentaals, where q~ • ~ iff q~ • ~ and the x i as well as the )~, are periodic in 
i with the same arbitrary period. 
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PROPOSITION 1. For each admissible potential 0 = ((x~, Xg)) let H,  be 
the Hamiltonian whose resolvent is given by (1) with F(~o) and q~(~o) 
replaced by F(O) -- (i ~ Z31x~ = 1) and X~, respectively. Then 
(i) o(Heo) c 2 for all 0 ~ ft., where Z is the spectrum of Ho~, 
(ii) Z = U <,~o(H~,). 
Proof Let TE(0 ) be the operator on/2(F(0))  with kernel: 
{ 
Te(¢) ( j , k )= ~Xj -  47r } 7k -  Ge( J -  k) ,  (2) 
and denote by ]be(0)= Te(q~ ) @ It(,),, where Iv(0), denotes the identity 
operator on/2(F(0)c), the/Z-space on the complement of F(0). Then: 
(H  -- E ) - l ( ,x ,  y)  = GE(X - -y )  
+ E 
j, k~Z ~ 
-j)O (y - 1,). 
We can now follow the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 in Section 4 of [9] 
and choose a sequence (wn)~ N with % ~ (~o ~ a lo (H~)= Z) for all 
n ~ N, where f~ is the underlying probability space, in such a way that: 
1"e(~n)-) - Ir(~,,>, converges strongly in 12(Z 3) to the operator: 
]bE(0)-' - Ir(,~'- 
This implies the strong resolvent convergence of H,% to H+, thus proving (i) 
(for the details see [9]). Part (ii) follows along the same lines from the 
observation that for any given admissible potential 0 one can find periodic 
admissible potentials 0~ such that H,,, ~ H, in the strong resolvent sense. 
The crucial point for the proof of Theorem 1 is the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be an arbitrary subset of Z 3 and denote by H~ 
and H s the Hamiltonian given by (I) with qi(o~) =- a and F(oJ) replaced by 
Z 3 and Z 3 - X, respectively. Then o(Hs)  c o(H~). 
Proof First let us introduce some notations. 
Let (A,,) be a sequence of finite boxes in Z 3 with size n centered at the 
origin. Denote by 0~ (resp. 0~, n, resp. 6~, resp. 6~. ,) the potential ((x i, a))i ~ z ~ 
with x i=  1 for i~  Z 3 (resp. i~A n, resp. i~  Z 3 -  X, resp. i~  A n -  X 
and zero otherwise). Hence H~ = H(¢~) and H~ = H(6~). Let furthermore 
Ei. ~(a) and/~, ~(a) denote the values of E, such that the operators TE(0~, ~) 
and TE(6~ ' ~) as defined in (2) have zero as an eigenvalue and let E . . . .  (~) 
and Emm" n(a) be the largest and the smallest of the E~, ~, respectively, and 
analogously define/~m=, n (a) and/~i~, n (a)- 
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Since the operators TE(~,n ) are monotonically decreasing in E (for 
E < 0) it follows that Emin, n(a) is the unique value of E such that inf(~]~ 
o(TE(~,.))) = 0, analogously Em~,,.(a) is the unique value such that 
sup(~]k ~ o(Te(O,.,.))= 0. From the min-max principle we have 
inf o(TE(¢,~) ) < inf o(Te(~,,, .)) and sup o(TE(q,~) ) > sup(TE(~ ' .), hence, 
if we denote by Eo(a ) and El(a ) the values of E for which inf o(Te(ep~)) = 0 
and sup o(Te(O.)  = 0, respectively, we conclude that Eo(a ) <__ Emi., . (a) < 
E . . . .  (a) < El(a ). Since Eo(a ) and E~(a) are the lower and upper edge of 
the lowest band of H~ we have shown that U~E~,.(a) c o(H~) and hence 
o( H( O~,.)) c o( H.) for all n. 
Now we show that o(H(~., .))  c [Emi.,.(a), E . . . .  (a)] U [0, oo[. Since 
the operator (matrix) TE(q)., .) is the restriction of TE(O., .) to a subspace, it
follows by Rayleigh's theorem (see, e.g., Reed and Simon [10, problem 11] 
that: 
inf o(TE(~., .)   __< inf o(rE(~,~,.) ) and 
sup o ( rE (~, . ) )  _--< sup o(rE(0~,.)) .  
These inequalities, together with the monotonicity in E of the operators 
TE(-), imply: E~n, . (a ) _< F.min,.(a) and /~m~,,.(a) __< Em~,,.(a ). Thus we 
have: 
¢ o(Mo/ 
Since the operators H(O~,.) converge to the operator /4~ in the strong 
resolvent sense, from the above inclusion it follows: o(H~) c a(H~) 
The proof of the theorem is now an easy combination of the propositions: 
Proof of the Theorem. (i) By Proposition 1 it is enough to show that for 
each periodic admissible potential 0: a(H~,)(3 ]El(b),0[= ~. Let 0 = 
(xi, hi) be an arbitrary periodic admissible potential and denote by 01 the 
potential (1,)ti). Then by Proposition 2: o(H~) c o(H~,). But from the 
above mentioned results in [9, 4] we have a(H~,) c3 ]El(b), 0[= ~. 
Part (ii) follows by the same argument because for Eo(b ) <= El(a ) we 
know that 
u [E0(a), E,(b)] u 
q, cff  
and for 0 ~ ~ we have also 01 ~ ~- 
Remark. So far we have discussed only the three-dimensional case 
(d = 3); however, completely analogous results hold for d = 2 and d = 1 
(see [4] for the correct definition for d = 2 and, e.g., [8] for d = 1). The 
proofs are very similar to those given above, with the only difference being 
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that for d = 1 it is not  true that the posit ive half  l ine [0, oo[ is the posit ive 
part  of the spect rum of H a. However ,  using Propos i t ion  1 one proves that 
[0, ~[a  E prov ided P(X,. = 0) > 0, since in this case the potent ia l  4) = 
((0,) , ) )  is admiss ib le  for suitable ?~, and o (H~)  = [0, oo[. 
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